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The concept of power has been evident throughout Byzantine culture, whether in its aristocratic 
and bureaucratic politics, textiles, architecture, or minted coinage. Consequently, the arts were 
frequently utilized to represent imperial and religious power with various renderings of symbols, 
colors, and icons. In addition, images portrayed significant visual and spiritual value as the 
viewers looked to them for knowledge, guidance, and prayer. The ruling emperors were held in 
high regard, and imperial families were dominant over Byzantine society. The emperor was 
created in God's image, given the responsibility to rule on earth and carry out the ten 
commandments. This essay explores the power of Byzantine emperors, their representation as 
divine rulers, their connection to Christ, and the power within the church, illustrated through 
Christ. 
Introduction 
 The notion of power that came with the title of "imperial ruler" is prevalent within 
Byzantine art history. One might often see this imagery of power through their characteristic 
mosaics, minted coins, painted ivories, and illuminated manuscripts. In addition, emperors had 
no shame in expressing their prestige via elaborate artwork and architecture. The works view 
them as victorious military leaders and divine figures within the church. This concept of the 
Byzantine emperor as a "divine ruler" is modeled throughout history. For example, it originally 
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developed in Egypt, where ancient pharaohs believed they embodied a god, and in Persia, with 
the establishment of a "divine monarch."1 
 The ruling emperor of the Byzantine empire represented the physical incarnation of 
Christ on earth, and responsibilities included carrying out the will of Christ. Thus, defining a 
mutual relationship between the Rex Regnantium (the heavenly sovereign) and the Servus 
Christi (earthly sovereign)2. Imperial imagery often depicts the emperor as a regal figure 
decorated with fine jewels, imperial-colored fabrics, and the nimbus, or luminous halo, 
surrounding their head. However, to secure their place in heaven, the imperial courts regularly 
contributed significant donations to the church. One may find this in the Zoe Panel depicting 
Christ, Emperor Constantine IX Monomachos, and Zoe (fig.1). Zoe is known for her strategical 
ways of ruling the Byzantine Empire and gaining great power, having married three different 
emperors in her time. However, she and her husbands are also known for providing donations to 
St. Sophia and supplying annual incomes to the church. Depicted in the mosaic, Constantine 
presents Christ with a sack of coins (left), and Zoe offers him the donation contract (right), both 
imperial figures decorated in jewels and haloed. This imagery represents the imperial couple 
"recording (and ensuring) the endowment for perpetuity"3. In this essay, I discuss the 
representation of emperors as divine figures within the church and the imperial relationship with 
Christ. 
Representation of Emperors in the Church 
 The early part of the 4th century was significantly influenced by Constantine the Great 
and him being the first Roman emperor to convert to Christianity. Since Constantine’s reign, 
Constantinople continued as a predominately Christian city, and its art proudly showcased that 
presence of spirituality. Regarding the Christian emperors of the time, they obtained a strong 
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presence of spirituality. The emperors held roles and privileges within the church while also 
carrying out specific responsibilities, including patronage and protection of these religious 
institutions4.  
 A notable example of this would be the mosaic panel of Justinian I and his attendants in 
the sanctuary of San Vitale in Ravenna from the 6th century (fig.2). This mosaic features 
Justinian at the forefront, dressed in purple imperial garb and decorated with jewels accompanied 
by clergy members, including Bishop Maximianus of Ravenna, surrounded by the imperial 
administration (wearing a purple stripe) and soldiers. The golden halo highlights the portrayal of 
Justinian as a divine figure. At the same time, the composition includes Justinian carrying the 
paten for the bread of the Eucharist, the bishop carrying the cross, and the (tonsured; shaved head 
of a monk or priest as a sign of devotion) priest with the Gospel book5. Although Justinian is 
represented as a divine ruler in this mosaic, the act of carrying the bread of the Eucharist is his 
way of showing respect to Christ. The arrangement of these figures emphasizes Justinian's role 
as emperor both within the church and over imperial administration and military6. 
 Many emperors, praised for their achievements, are illustrated as not only patrons of the 
church but as great administrative and military leaders. As though Christ himself chose them to 
defend the faith and fight for the Byzantine empire, they are associated with grandeur and 
divinity. The Barberini Ivory, an imperial ivory diptych from the first half of the 6th century, is 
an excellent interpretation of this (fig.3). The partially finished diptych depicts the triumphant 
emperor on horseback in the center, often affiliated with Justinian I. The influence of classical 
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crown to symbolize Justinian's achievement7. The allegorical figure of Gaea, a symbol of the 
earth, holds the emperor's foot while looking up to him in admiration as though he is a god 
himself. The top panel depicts Christ in Majesty; symbols of the sun, moon, and star seen on the 
medallion give the impression of Christ as ruler or lord of the universe. Thus, Christ is blessing 
the object and Justinian's military victory8.  
“The Christ Chosen Emperor” 
 When it comes to an emperor's acclaim to the throne of the Byzantine empire, the 
ceremony, religious objects, and adornment that are a part of his coronation all symbolize his 
power and authority. An example of regalia associated with a Byzantine coronation is the Ivory 
Scepter of Emperor Leo VI from the 9th century (fig. 4). This small ivory scepter, carved on both 
sides, provides inscriptions both identifying the figures and psalm verses9. The front depicts 
Christ in the center, flanked by Peter (left) and Paul (right). The back shows the Virgin Mary in 
the center crowning Leo VI (left) as emperor with the attendance of the archangel Gabriel to the 
right of the Virgin. The main inscription (starting on the front arch and moving to the back) 
reads, "Lord in Your power the emperor Leo will rejoice/and in Your salvation he will exult 
exceedingly" (Ps. 20:2)10. This concept of "Lord your power" highlight's how Leo receives his 
authority from Christ and emphasizes him being directly crowned by a holy figure. This object 
indicates that there is no mediatory role between that of the imperial and the spiritual.  
Additionally, it describes the direct relationship in which the emperor is "chosen" or "made" in 




The Opulent Christ within the Church 
 As we see how much power the Byzantine emperors held in church and state, Christ is 
displayed often as the centerpiece within the church and holds great value to the viewer. In 
addition, the interior of Byzantine churches, commonly decorated with gold or glass, reflect the 
casts of sunlight or candlelight to evoke a celestial atmosphere11. A notable work conveying this 
is the apse mosaic at San Vitale in Ravenna depicting Christ in Majesty (fig. 5). The image 
shows Christ sitting on an orb, the orb of the universe or earth, as he is wearing purple robes 
symbolizing his powerful authority. At the same time, he holds the book of the apocalypse and a 
golden crown to which he is giving to San Vitalis, the primary martyr of the city12. This imagery 
signifies Christ's role as the True King above all. Incorporating the gold and reflection of light 
only added to the "material splendour used to put across mystical ideas and to lead to God 
through aesthetic experiences"13.  
 The concept of the 'King of Kings' and Christ being above the emperor is repeated 
throughout Byzantine art, as seen in the lunette mosaic panel of Christ in the inner narthex of St. 
Sophia (fig. 6). The image illustrates Christ sitting on a lyre-backed throne, representing an 
emperor or judge with the figure of an emperor in proskynesis, a gesture of devotion to Christ 
where one prostrates themself and kisses the earth at his feet. Claims suggested that the figure is 
Leo VI, subjugating to Christ and penance his sin of marrying four times14. Two medallions sit 
on either side of Christ. One medallion depicts an archangel (right) while the other shows the 
Virgin Mary (left) in an intercession (begging favor or advocating for another in prayer) gesture 
towards Christ, symbolizing her effort to help the emperor gain forgiveness for his sin.  
While Byzantine emperors are displayed with great authority and grandeur, they are no match to 
that of the power of Christ. 
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Conclusion 
 The Byzantine empire was full of diverse cultures and art. They took much of their 
influences from classical Hellenistic styles and contributed to trade with the West, which enabled 
them to acquire luxurious ivories and silks and gain new artistic skills and knowledge. As a 
result of this prosperous and diverse empire, the power within it was evident. Byzantine 
emperors held significant administrative, military, and religious authority and were portrayed 
with such leadership in the arts. However, as much as the emperors facilitate their influence over 
people, they will always be obedient to the heavenly sovereign, Christ. The appearance of power 
in Byzantine art allows the viewer to understand the hierarchical structure within the empire and 
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Fig. 1. The Zoe Panel. Gold and glass Tesserae. 1028-34 and 1042-55. East 
wall, south gallery of St. Sophia, Constantinople. (Photo in the public 
domain) 
Fig. 2. Emperor Justinian and Members of His Court. Glass and stone Tesserae. 6th 































Fig. 3. Barberini Ivory. Elephant ivory. Late Antiquity, first 
half of 6th century. Constantinople. (Photo: Jennifer Mei, 
CC BY 2.0) 
 
Fig. 4. Leo Scepter. Elephant Ivory. Front (right) and Back (left). End of 9th century. Constantinople. (Photo: 



































Fig. 5. Apse mosaic of Christ in Majesty. Gold and glass Tesserae. 6th century. 
San Vitale, Ravenna, Italy. (Photo: Carol Raddato, CC BY-SA 2.0) 
Fig. 6. Lunette mosaic panel of Christ. Gold and glass Tesserae. Around 900. Above central door, 
inner narthex of St. Sophia, Constantinople. (Photo: byzantologist, CC BY-NC-SA 2.0) 
